Bull's Eye is not just the name of a putter — it's a whole line of putters. There are five different Bull's Eye heads, for instance, each with a subtle difference in weight and feel. Your player can pick his own combination of head shape, weight, lie and grip to fit his stance, his stroke and the speed of the greens he usually plays. As a matter of fact, many professionals and top amateurs (and more of them use the Bull's Eye in major competition than any other putter) have more than one Bull's Eye; to suit their mood or varying course conditions.

Bull's Eyes are the most imitated putters in the world, but no others compare because each Bull's Eye is a hand-forged, hand-finished original.

ACUSHNET GOLF EQUIPMENT Sold the World Over Thru Golf Course Pro Shops Only.
A high spot of 1963 has been the Junior golf leagues... We don't know how many have been in operation but certainly there are at least 50 more than in 1962... Harold Sargent, East Lake CC, says Atlanta's six-club Junior league showed at least the competitive spirit of Atlanta's Jones kid, if not his early ability... Senior golfers are showing more interest in Junior play and, generally, have stopped griping about youngsters taking over the courses... Kids are winning the old guys with good golf manners and fast play.

Fiftieth anniversary of George Jacobus' appointment as pro at Ridgewood (N.J.) CC being celebrated by the club Oct. 26... George was one of the youngest pros to hold a job at a big club... John Sproul, after making history with U.S. Rubber golf ball dept. and covering about as many air miles as the U.S. and Russian astronauts on selling trips and meetings, is at his new home in Deerfield Beach, Fla... John isn't fully retired but will act in a sales advisory capacity... Fred P. Koehler has succeeded Sproul...

"Harold (Jug) MeSpaden, one of the tournament stars of yesteryear, finishing a de luxe semi-private course at Piper, in the Kansas City area... MeSpaden's course, called Dubs' Dread CC, is an interesting job of design... It's on 240 acres... Yardage ranges from 5,900 to 6,700... Jug is talking more about the fine showing of his wife, Betsy, in KC women's golf, than he ever talked about his own victories... Same way with Frank Stranahan whose wife has been doing very well in women's national and regional amateur championships.

Many people are saying that Ralph Plummer's job in re-designing and planning construction of CC of Salt Lake City's course is one of the year's most interesting accomplishments... Plummer installed fence-to-fence watering... A trout stream runs under one green and surrounds another... Members got the story of the reconstruction first hand as Plummer took colored pictures of how the course looked before remodeling, the work that was done and how the layout shapes up now... The pictures were shown on a screen at a club party.

Plummer is to build an 18 municipal for Grand Prairie (between Dallas and Fort Worth), another 18 for Ridgelea at Fort Worth and is revamping Westwood CC at Houston... He recently rebuilt Ridgewood CC at Waco... Plummer designed the Preston Trail Club 18, a $4000 admission club that will be for men and golf only, near Dallas... It is to open in July, 1964... Byron Nelson is consultant for Preston Trail... Plummer
From this...

Cast iron pipe awaits installation on the 15th fairway, during construction of Shady Oaks Country Club, Ft. Worth, Texas.

Eighteenth green at Shady Oaks—two summers after cast iron pipe went to work.

in just two

(CAST IRON PIPE)
By having a good watering system I was able to cover this course with turf in 18 months. By the end of the second summer (1959) I had the course covered so well that most people thought we had been open for at least five years.

Ross Bush, Supt.
Shady Oaks Country Club
Ft. Worth, Texas

Cast iron gets down to work in a hurry and stays on the job at least a century. Full, unimpeded water flow from the start—with virtually no maintenance or repair problems.

Cast iron's natural strength makes the difference. No problems during installation—no expensive babying or excessive inspections. No problems underground—rugged cast iron fends off internal pressure, external loads, temperature extremes and adverse soil conditions.

Get dependable water delivery and real economy over the years. Install cast iron pipe.

For a wealth of information on planning and installation of golf course watering systems, send for your free copy of "Golf Course Irrigation," today.
THE TURF IS ALWAYS GREENER ON THE BUCKNER SIDE OF THE FENCE

Since the first "hose-less" system was Buckner-installed over 50 years ago at California's famed Pebble Beach Golf Course, Buckner Sprinklers have been the first choice in turf irrigation. Now in manual or fully automatic systems. Look in your Yellow Pages under "Sprinklers" or write for free literature.

Plan your AQUA-GRO program now for your 1964 budget with STOMA-SEAL

Aquatrols Corporation of America
217 Atlantic Ave., Camden, N. J.

Also has started 18 for Horace Stoneham at Casa Grande, between Phoenix and Tucson, the San Francisco Giants' spring training location. Other Plummer jobs include three more public courses for Fort Worth.

Quite a few supts. are getting into the fee course business and doing well. Among them are M. H. Veal, sr. and his son, M. H., jr., supt. at Dallas AC CC, who are operating the Louisville, Tex., semi-private nine. Still some talk about a couple of the smaller golf club manufacturing companies being bought by large interests. Nothing in the rumors to worry employees who are on the job. A major problem of the possible new owners is to have a competent, energetic organization.

Mickey Riley, veteran pro of Meadow Brook CC, Salt Lake City, says pros are going to have to do a lot of thinking about growing problem of used clubs. Riley observes that some men would rather get popular brand used clubs at low prices instead of cheap new clubs, but women usually prefer cheap new clubs of almost any brand rather than used clubs of biggest selling brands. Mrs.
How AGRICO's steady feeding action reduced disease on greens at Lincoln C.C.

"Because of the more steady and uniform feeding action of the AGRICO COUNTRY CLUB fertilizers, we've had less disease on our greens," says J. C. Hadwick, superintendent of Lincoln Country Club, Lincoln, Nebraska.

"We've compared several brands of fertilizer, but find that AGRICO does the best job of keeping our fairways, tees and greens dense, healthy and colorful."

To get results like this on your course, ask your Agrico Representative for an AGRICO Country Club-AGRINITE Feeding Program for your course. Or write: The American Agricultural Chemical Company, 100 Church Street, New York 7, New York, or Agricultural Chemicals Ltd., Toronto 15, Ontario.
GUARD AGAINST SNOWMOULD
with Cleary Turf Products
PMAS • CADDY • THIMER • SPOTRETE

W. A. CLEARY CORPORATION
New Brunswick, New Jersey
Skokie, Ill.
Belleville, Ont., Canada

BUYERS' SERVICE • P143

CYCLONE POWER SEEDERS

CYCLONE MODEL S-3 BROADCAST POWER SEEDER
(above). Does a fast, accurate job, whether used for seeding or applying fertilizers. Spreads up to a 30 foot swath, depending on material being spread. Operates from heavy duty, flexible drive shaft which fits tractor PTO. Double oscillator, easy setting rate gauge, and positive shut-off. 1, 2½, 3 and 5 bushel sizes.

BIG CAPACITY CYCLONE BROADCAST MODEL 200 SPREADER. Hopper capacity 200 pounds. For accurate, precision spreading of herbicides, insecticides, pelleted and granular fertilizer, seed, lime, ice melters, etc. Covers a 6 to 8-foot swath with most materials. Feathered-edge spread prevents skips and double overlaps. Model shown is push model. Also available with drawbar for small tractor operation.

Ann Casey Johnstone, who was runner-up to JoAnne Gunderson in 1957 Women’s National Amateur and was on three Curtis Cup teams, leaves amateur golf to become a golf instructor at Stephens College, a girls’ school at Columbia, Mo. . . . Harvey Penick, CC of Austin (Tex.), pro and nationally noted instructor, limits his lessons to 10 a day . . . He teaches while he is sitting on a shooting stick.

U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce’s booklet on instruction clinics and novice tournaments is of considerable interest to professionals conducting Junior programs . . . A pro can get a complimentary copy by writing Jaycee Junior Golf Development Program, PO Box 7, Tulsa 2, Okla. . . . Craig Ranch CC, Las Vegas, opens first nine . . . John T. Stinson and son, John C., are owners . . . Jack Smith is pro . . . Bernie H. Haas will succeed Al Hubbard in November as pro at Acacia CC in Cleveland . . . Hubbard is retiring after 21 years.

Claude Pattemore, Hamilton, Ont., won U.S. Blind Golfers championship, at Westchester Hills GC, White Plains, N.Y., with 97-104 . . . Pattemore beat the defending champion Joe Lazaro, Waltham, Mass., who had 98-104 . . . Lazaro took a 10 on
SKYLINE (Plant Pat. 1619) An outstanding product of Cole's extensive selective breeding, this stately, symmetrical variety is an ideal lawn street tree that grows to about 40 ft. It is one of four modern Cole money-locusts that transplant easily, grow straight without staking, do not shed ground litter, are widely adaptable and highly resistant to drought and city conditions.

CLEVELAND NORWAY MAPLE A very vigorous improved selection from an old favorite. Foliage has richer color and more substance than other varieties. Widely spaced in our nurseries for fully-formed heads. Withstands drought and city conditions. Matures at approximately 50 feet.

Now you can select the trees you need to fit your plans from Cole's Improved Old Favorites and Patented Modern Varieties

When you want special-purpose trees that fit your landscape plans and your budget call the tree specialists—Cole Nursery Company. You can get the right type, size, shape and ultimate height you want in ample quantity from Ohio's largest wholesale nursery—healthy, strong-rooted thriving trees. Write for a catalog or special quotation.

THE COLE NURSERY CO.
Phone Elmwood 2-3121
HEADQUARTERS: 2000 W. Jackson St., Painesville, Ohio
CIRCLEVILLE DIVISION: Old Route 29, Circleville, Ohio

Extra fast growing Tallhedge is an ideal screen, needs virtually no maintenance.
All Vicrtex fabrics
U/L rated.

VICRTEX V. E. F.*
VINYL WALLCOVERINGS

Help Wilmington Country Club
Perfect Blend of traditional charm, today’s coloring and easy maintenance.

The sunny Cocktail Lounge with walls done in yellow Vicrtex Honduras Chantilly, accented by wood and wood tones.

To one of America’s top interior designers, the new Wilmington Country Club presented the challenge of combining 18th century grace and tradition with informality and color of the Twentieth.

With literally hundreds of Vicrtex color and texture combinations to work with, the vital problems of area changes — from formal to informal — were easily solved.

Permanent, washable Vicrtex minimizes cleaning problems and provides the necessary durability for beautiful, but practical interiors.

Discover what Vicrtex Vinyl Wallcoverings can do for your club — send for full colorful sample brochures. Use handy pre-paid postcard bound into margin.

L.E. CARPENTER & COMPANY
EMPIRE STATE BUILDING. NEW YORK 1, N.Y.

*Vinyl electronically fused